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If you’ve been searching for that quick, easy-to-understand guide to walk you  through data structures, look no further. Data Structures Demystified is  all these things and more. Whether you’re trying to program stacks and linked  lists or figure out hashtables, here you’ll find step-by-step instructions to  get the job done fast.

No longer will you have to wade through thick, dry, academic tomes, heavy on  technical language and information you don’t need. In Data Structures  Demystified, each chapter starts off with an example from everyday life to  demonstrate upcoming concepts, making this a totally accessible read. The  authors go a step further and offer examples at the end of the chapter  illustrating what you’ve just learned in Java and C++.

This one-of-a-kind self-teaching text offers:

	An easy way to understand data structures  
	A quiz at the end of each chapter  
	A final exam at the end of the book  
	No unnecessary technical jargon  
	A time-saving approach 
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Artificial General Intelligence: 4th International Conference, AGI 2011, Mountain ViewSpringer, 2011

	The original goal of the AI field was the construction of “thinking machines”
	– that is, computer systems with human-like general intelligence. Due to the
	difficulty of this task, for the last few decades the majority of AI researchers have
	focused on what has been called “narrow AI” – the production...
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Flash 5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The must-have book for all Flash developers!"
—James Baker, Creative Director, the wddg
    "The Flash 5 Bible is the book to have."
—Todd Purgason, Creative Director, Juxt Interactive    

    If Flash 5 can do it, you can do it too...
    Whether you're a Web-development...
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Using DrupalO'Reilly, 2008
Who is this book written for?

• If your lead developer can’t seem to shut up about this weird “Drupal” thing, and you want to figure out what on earth she’s talking about, this book is for you.
• If your boss has approached you and said, “We need to build a site that has X, and fast!”...
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Using Mac OS X MavericksApress, 2013

	Using Mac OS Mavericks  is the essential guide to using a computer running Mavericks, providing a complete resource for both the beginner and the enthusiast.

	

	Techniques are step-by-step using photography and screen prints throughout, together with concise, easy to follow text from an established expert in the field,...
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Windows Phone 7.5: Building Location-aware ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2012


	Windows Phone 7.5: Building Location-aware Applications, introduces you to the exciting

	new world of Windows Phone 7.5. This book focuses on location-based applications,

	by introducing the readers to location-based services and the background thereof,

	coupled with practical examples for the Windows Phone location services. Another...
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Microsoft Office Professional 2013 Step by Step (Step By Step (Microsoft))Microsoft Press, 2013

	The smart way to learn Microsoft Office Professional 2013--one step at a time!

	Experience learning made easy--and quickly teach yourself how to get more done with Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook, OneNote, Access, and Publisher. With Step by Step, you set the pace--building and practicing the skills you need,...
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